BF5Days
Day to Day Information
Day 1; 30 July 2022
Event Centre: Langlaufzentrum Bretterschachten, Food and drink will be on offer.
First Start: 12.00; Last Start 15.00; Course closing 16.30
Opening of event centre: 9.00
Parking: Unfortunately, there is limited parking space available which nevertheless should be
sufficient. The main car park is the public car park along the main road. In addition we have further
parking space along the skating track in the forest. We recommend that you take the public bus from
Bodenmais to Bretterschachten. It stops right in front of the event centre and is free if you have a
GUTI ticket which is nearly always included in the bed tax if you stay locally.
Camper Vans: They can also use the public car park which has a firm surface. The additional parking
is not suitable for camper vans and we recommend either using the bus or coming slightly earlier to
the venue. As with all car parks in the area, staying overnight is not allowed by local by laws.
Distances:
Parking – Event Centre: 100m – 500m
Event Centre – Start: 1900m (passing the finish line along the way), no elevation gain.
Finish – Event Centre: 1600m
Map: Rote Höhe / Red Ridge
Scale: 1-7500; Equidistance: 5m
Competition Area: The area is defined by 3 Hills with multiple rock formations and 2 converging
stream systems. There are only a few tracks but many rides which are often overgrown. Often the
forest is quite open (white) and partly easy runable, but the underfoot conditions are often
challenging (soft ground, swamp, blueberries) which makes running difficult and might lead to
longer running times which is one reason while we will plan for shorter courses. Like everywhere in
the Bavarian Forest, there are only a few to none flat areas.
Map sample:

Dogs: The natural environment around the Bretterschachten is highly sensible. Bordering the event
centre is an important protection zone for grouse; a strictly protected falcon is breeding close to one
running area. Bearing this in mind, forestry has mandated that dogs have to be kept on the leash at
all times and are not allowed to be taking off the paths into the forest or onto the run. Please follow
these rules as otherwise we will not be allowed to use the area anymore.
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Day 2; 31 July 2022
City Champs Viechtach, sponsored by Gesellschaftsbrauerei Viechtach
Event Centre: Tourism Information Centre Viechtach, on the Stadtplatz
First Start: 14.00; Last Start 17.00; Course closing 17.30
Opening of event centre: 12.00
Parking: There are ample of parking spaces at the fairground which is bordering the old town.
Camper Vans: They can easily park on the fairground which has a firm surface. As with all car parks
in the area, staying overnight is not allowed by local by laws.
Distances:
Parking – Event Centre: 400m
Event Centre – Start: 200m, no elevation gain
The Finish is directly beside the event centre.
There is an ice cream parlour and a cafe on the central square. The local brewery which is our main
sponsor will sell drinks at the finish.
Map: Altstadt Viechtach
Scale: 1-3000; Equidistance: 2,5m
Competition Area: The old town of Viechtach is a maze of small alleys and passages as well as long
sets of steps. The central square (finish) is on top of a hill which drops steeply to the East and more
gradually in all other directions. It might be race deciding to accurately read the contour lines.
Map sample:

Price giving ceremony: As this is the City Championship of Viechtach, we have invited the mayor to
hand out prices for all categories after the run. Prices will be supplied by the local brewery.
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Day 3; 01 August 2022
Event Centre: Gutsalm Harlachberg
First Start: 11.00; Last Start 14.00; Course closing 15.30
Opening of event centre: 10.00
Parking: Unfortunately, there are no parking spaces at the event centre Harlachberg. Competitors
are not allowed to drive up the steep gravelled road to the event centre. There are enough parking
spaces at a central place in Bodenmais from where there will be numerous shuttle buses to the
event centre. Fist shuttle leave the parking site at 9.00
Camper Vans: They can park at the central car park which has a firm surface. As with all car parks in
the area, staying overnight is not allowed by local by laws.
Distances:
Bus stop – Event Centre: 100m
Event Centre – Start: 1500m (passing the finish line along the way), 30m
Finish – Event Centre: 1500m
The Gutsalm Harlachberg will have food and drink for sale in a beer garden style setting.
Map: Kronberg / Crown Montain
Scale: 1-7500; Equidistance: 5m
Competition Area: This area is an orienteer’s dream consisting of mostly open “white” forest
punctuated by rock formations of all shapes and sizes from small boulders to large rock walls. The
summit of Kronberg (983m) is thicket (green 3) and not suitable for orienteering apart from the
tracks and trails. The mountain slopes are ideal for fast running with no significant speed reduction.
Two good forest tracks run along the slopes of the hill which are connected by many easy runable
tracks. Fast running times are expected , although like everywhere in the Bavarian Forest there are
nearly no flat parts on the map, elevation gain will be integral part of any run.
Map sample:

Dogs: Dogs are allowed but should be kept on a leash at all times. They are not allowed to be taking
onto the run. Dog poo must be cleaned up especially around the event centre.
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Day 4; 02 August 2022
Event Centre: Langlaufzentrum Bretterschachten, Food and drink will be on offer
First Start: 11.00; Last Start 14.00; Course closing 15.30
Opening of event centre: 10.00
Parking: Unfortunately, there is limited parking space available which nevertheless should be
sufficient. The main car park is the public car park along the main road. In addition we have further
parking space along the skating track in the forest. We recommend that you take the public bus from
Bodenmais to Bretterschachten. It stops right in front of the event centre and is free if you have a
GUTI ticket which is nearly always included in the bed tax if you stay locally
Camper Vans: They can also use the public car park which has a firm surface. The additional parking
is not suitable for camper vans and we recommend either using the bus or coming slightly earlier to
the venue. As with all car parks in the area, staying overnight is not allowed by local by laws.
Distances:
Parking – Event Centre: 100m – 500m
Event Centre – Start: 1100m (passing the finish line along the way), no elevation gain
Finish – Event Centre: 700m
Map: Kiesriegel / Pebbles Bar
Scale: 1-5000; Equidistance: 5m
Competition Area: There are broadly 2 distinct parts to this area. The southern part has the posts
standing in the steep slopes of the Pebbles Bar which is defined through the many rock formations,
although you won’t find any pebble here. To be able to better navigate this rock labyrinth we will
use a map with a scale of 1-5000. We believe that this scale will portray the many rock formations in
more detail and lead to a better running experience. However, this will not be a sprint distance day,
we only adjusted the scale of the map. The second part are the northern slopes which are quite
gentle but are defined through challenging underfoot conditions. This might also be the greenest
area of the entire 5 days.
Map sample:

Dogs: The natural environment around the Bretterschachten is highly sensible. Bordering the event
centre is an important protection zone for grouse; a strictly protected falcon is breeding close to one
running area. Bearing this in mind, forestry has mandated that dogs have to be kept on the leash at
all times and are not allowed to be taking off the paths into the forest or onto the run. Please follow
these rules as otherwise we will not be allowed to use the area anymore.
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Day 5; 03 August 2022
Event Centre: Langlaufzentrum Bretterschachten, Food and drink will be on offer.
First Start: 11.00; Last Start 14.00; Course closing 15.30
Opening of event centre: 10.00
Parking: Unfortunately, there is limited parking space available which nevertheless should be
sufficient. The main car park is the public car park along the main road. In addition we have further
parking space along the skating track in the forest. We recommend that you take the public bus from
Bodenmais to Bretterschachten. It stops right in front of the event centre and is free if you have a
GUTI ticket which is nearly always included in the bed tax if you stay locally
Camper Vans: They can also use the public car park which has a firm surface. The additional parking
is not suitable for camper vans and we recommend either using the bus or coming slightly earlier to
the venue. As with all car parks in the area, staying overnight is not allowed by local by laws.
Distances:
Parking – Event Centre: 100m – 500m
Event Centre – Start: 2000m, 50m
Finish – Event Centre: 1400m
Map: Spitzberg / Pointy Mountain
Scale: 1-7500; Equidistance: 5m
Competition Area: This is probably the steepest area of the 5 days as the area is split by the steep
gorge of the Kleinen Deffernik with steep slopes on both sides. On the Eastern side lays the Pointy
Mountain which offers the finest orienteering: Open forest consisting of leave trees, not too steep
slopes, many tricky rock formations and some paths as collecting features. This is the part of the
map where fast running times can be expected. The rest of the area is more challenging, lots of
green, steep slopes but also some forestry roads and many rides.
Map samples:

Dogs: The natural environment around the Bretterschachten is highly sensible. Bordering the event
centre is an important protection zone for grouse; a strictly protected falcon is breeding close to one
running area. Bearing this in mind, forestry has mandated that dogs have to be kept on the leash at
all times and are not allowed to be taking off the paths into the forest or onto the run. Please follow
these rules as otherwise we will not be allowed to use the area anymore.
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Display of different type of boulders on the orienteering maps of
the BF5Days:
Our competition area is littered with rocks and boulders of all shape and sizes. To be able to
distinguish between different types of rocks, Ingo our map maker has used the following distinction:

Symbol 208. 1: Boulder field (singular)
In the forest:

On the map:

As a single symbol, this refers to an angular bolder which is wider than it is high. The direction of the
symbol on the map equals the direction of the bolder in the forest.
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Symbol 204.0 Boulder
In the forest:

On the map:

This symbol describes a rounded boulder which is higher than it is wide.

